What did people call Jesus after they saw this miracle?

Put the words in alphabetical order. Then transfer the letters in the squares to the lines below.

group
mouse
drain
frost
house
camps
train

Find 14 differences.

A great crowd of people followed Jesus to the shore of the Sea of Galilee. When Jesus saw the crowd, He said to Philip, “Where shall we buy bread for these people to eat?”
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Jesus had a plan. A boy came with 5 loaves of bread and 2 fish. What happened?

Use this code to find out.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
Z Y X W V U T S R Q P O N M L K J I H G F E D C B A

Jesus said, “

S Z E V G S V
K V L K O V H R G
W L D M Q V H F H
G L L P G S V
O L Z E V H Z M W
U R H S’ T Z E V
G S Z M P H’ Z M W
W R H G I R Y F G V W
G L G S L H V D S L
D V I V H V Z G V W
Z H N F X S Z H
G S V B D Z M G V W

Jesus said, “Gather the pieces that are left over. Let nothing be wasted.” What was left?

Write the names of the pictures. Then transfer the letters to the lines below.

1 2 3
4 5 6 7
8 9 10
11 12 13
S

_o_y
6 1 7 2

g
12 1 7 2 9 2 10 1 7 2

ll
12 3 10

i
1 11 13 2

b
12 6 2 1 6

o
4 1 7 2 4 13 2

lo
12 13 2 6 2 4 1 13 2 9